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This knife is a versatile cutting tool that apart from cardboard boxes, also masters bags,
films and strappings.

Näytä verkossa

SURPRISINGLY COMFORTABLE, INCREDIBLY CAPABLE.

The SECUNORM 175 enriches our range of popular small box cutters. Its
unique features include the cleverly-designed and incredibly easy blade
change system. Other highlights include its ergonomic handle, double-
sided slider and a fresh design. The SECUNORM 175 is a versatile cutting
tool that apart from cardboard boxes, also masters bags, films and
strappings.

ALL HIGHLIGHTS AT A GLANCE.

4-TIMES USABLE BLADE

Why do you benefit more from your blade? With its four sharp edges, it
can be rotated four times. That's why. The result? Blade life is quadrupled
and you stay sharp for longer.

ERGONOMIC HANDLE

MARTOR wants to make your work easier for you, which is why we always
have ergonomics in mind. With its small size and rounded off end, there's
nothing uncomfortable about this cutter. A grooved slider offers grip for
even better handling.

EASY BLADE CHANGE

Once again we've improved blade change. Simply press against the blade
change button and pull to open the handle. The slider automatically folds
up, revealing the blade. Rotate or change and continue cutting.
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DOUBLE-SIDED SLIDER

The SECUNORM 175 is user friendly in the best sense of the word. And
with its double sided slider, it is suitable for both, right and left handed
users. No modification required.

PRACTICAL EYELET

A cutting tool as handy as the SECUNORM 175 fits in your pocket. Mostly!
To make your cutter available even faster, you can pull a strap through
the eyelet. And hang it around your wrist, for example.

Article No 175001

Size 109.5 x 13.5 x 34 mm

Weight 31 g

Material Glass fibre reinforced plastic

Blade INDUSTRIAL BLADE NO. 45

Blade change Yes

Stainless steel No

Detectable No

Color Black, blue

Food safe No

Order number 175001.02

Cutting depth 10 mm

Packaging unit 1 in single unit box (20 knives in
multipack)

GS-Certificate 603609-6669-55094-2018
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